This paper compares the results of numerical simulations for two-dimensional, rapid, homogeneous shear flows of identical, smooth, inelastic disks with the predictions of Jenkins and Richman [JFM 192, 313-328 (1988) 
where p is the mean mass density, the overdot denotes a time derivative following the meran flow, the Greek indices take the values 1 and 2, and Pal5 -pK_ + Oetl3 (2) aagPc_ 2'g¢¢7 _,_ M SIEB DI£TRiBU'I'!ON Ct= ??-_!_:: r3(;-(::_ 't,I_'NT _SUNLIMfI"E,,'-: which they calculate along with O(_ in the dilute and dense limit. In the steady simple shear that we consider, the mean velocity is directed along the Xl axis of a cartesian coordinate system and varies linearly with the x2 coordinate. For convenience, we expre,_s
Eq. (I) in dimensionless form. To do this, we take the reference time and distance to be, respectively, the inverse of the shear rate and the particle diameter. Dimensionless quantities are denoted by a tilde (~).
A
In the dilute limit, the area fraction v of the particles is small and @a_i =Ga[I = 0. 
Ot and
Ot where G---v(16-7v)/16(1-v) 2, q"-(Kll + K22)/2 is the granular temperature, and
The functions y(ot) and I(00 are given by the integrals 2rc
and 27r
In this work, they are evaluated numerically.
In the dense limit, Pct_ = Oct,. We employ Eq. provide approximate expressions for the integrals y, S, N, H, J and I in terms of R and a --¢x/2_1/2R. Because in the lowest order theory for the dense limit it is assumed that Kori] and the symmetric part of/_u_/)x lI have the same eigenvectors, the theory in its present form does not permit the independent variations of K11 and K22 that are possible in the simulation.
The numerical simulations are carried out using an algorithm described by Hopkins and Louge [2] • In this scheme, th_. flow domain is periodic in the streamwise direction. 
Because for a finite number of particles <I_> exhibits random noise, we carry out several relaxation runs with different initial configurations, and we average the resulting timehistories. Typically, the amplitude of the noise grows with particle inelasticity.
A numerical scheme based on a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is used to integrate the ordinary differential Eqs. (4) and (7) -4- In dilute flows of inelastic particles, the theory agrees well with results of the simulation, although the observed streamwise component K 11consistently lags behind the predictions of the theory (Figs. 5-7 ). In dense flows of inelastic particles, the observed time-histories exhibit a pronounced lag behind the predictions of the theory (Fig. 8) . These departures for dense systems of inelastic disks indicate the failure of the assumptions upon which the theory is founded. These include, in order of increasing generality, that the pair distribution function for colliding particles is isotropic, that the velocities of a colliding pair of particles are uncorrelated, that the positions of a colliding pair are not correlated with their velocities, and that the position and time enter into the complete pair distribution function for a colliding pair of particles only t/trough the mean fields of interest and not explicitly. Other evidence of the shortcomings of these assumptions may be found in the substantial deviations between theory and simulation reported by Hopkins and Louge [2] for steady collisional stresses when e_<0.5in the dense limit, and in the inelastic microstructure that they describe.
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